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Response of the Joint Ocean-Atmosphere Model to the
Seasonal Variation of the Solar Radiation
RICHARD 1.WETHERALD and SYUKURO MANABE
Geophysical Nuid Dynamics Laboratory,’ NOAA, Princeton, N.J.

ABSTRACT-The effect of the seasonal variation of solar
radiation is incorporated into the joint ocean-atmosphere
model developed a t the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory of theNational
Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, and the resulting system is integrated for
the 1)i-yr model time. The purpose of this study is to
analyze the response of the joint air-sea model to seasonal
changes in the solar zenith angle rather than to obtain a
true equilibrium state. Comparisons are also made with
results previously presented for the case of annual mean
conditions.
The most important feature that emerges as a direct
result of this sea5onal variation is a significant warming of
t,he lower troposphere in high latitudes. This warming is
found to be caused by (1) t.he removal of the snowpack

1. INTRODUCTION
I n recentyears, a mathematical model of thejoint
ocean-atmosphere system was constructed by Bryan and
Manabe at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
of the National Oceanic nnd Atmospheric Administrntion
(NOAA). An at,tempt wns made to investigate the problem of ocean-atmosphereinteractionbyperforming
a
series of controlled numerical esperimenk. This n-as done
in the following stages:
1. A study of an atmospheric model without the effect of ocean

circulation,
2. A study of the ocean model without any feedback effect from
the atmosphere, and
3. A st,udy of the joint ocean-atmosphere model in which the two
systems are allowed to interact fully with each other.

I n all t,hree stages, an annual mean distribution of solar
radiation was used. The details of these studies are given
in Manabe ( 1 9 6 9 ~1969b)
~
and in Bryan (1969).
This present study is a cont,inuat,ion of the joint oceanatmosphere project and constit,utes a preliminarr investipat.ion of the response of the ocean-atmosphere system to
t,he seasonal variation of solar radiation. The purpose of
t8hest.udy is to determine how the annual mean state obt’ained by Bryan and Manebe is modified b-y this seasonal
rariation. The differences between this t,ime mean state
andthe one obtainedwith a seasonal variationshould
yield some insight ns to horn the climate of t,he earth is
affected by seasonal fluctuations of solar radiation.

* At Forrestnl Campus of Princeton Dnivefifty
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during the summer season, which decreases the earth’s
albedo thereduring this time, and ( 2 ) a net rise in the
temperature of the ocean surface in high latitudes as a
result of the seasonal variation of convective activity in the
surface layer of the ocean. The present results indicatethat
the snou cover effect is the primary factor responsible for
this warming trend whereas the ocean effect is of secondary
importance.
The main consequences of this high latitude warming
include a reduction of the mean atmospheric north-south
temperature gradient (and, therefore, a reduction of baroclinic instability in middle latitudes), a reduction of the
mean oceanic meridional circulation, and a reduction of
the atmospheric and oceanic poleward heat energy
transports.

Duetolimitations
of computertime, we decided to
analyze only the response of the ocean-atmosphere system
to this seasonal variation rather than to run longer and
obtain a true equilibrium state. I n the course of this
anal-sis, many interesting featuresemerged, but the most
important of these was the significant warming trend
obtained when seasonalvariations mere considered. No
comparable w m i n g trend appeared in the annual mean
state. We, t#herefore, decided to concentratemainlyon
this aspect of the results and to postpone the description
of other features until a more detailed and
refined seasonal
study is made.
It should be made clear that equilibrium is not obtained
in any part of the region of the integration but that the
troposphere and the shallow portion of the ocean are probably the nearest to this state. Here, we shall refer to the
model st.udied by Manabe (1969b) and Bryan (1969), as
the “annual mean model” and the current experiment as
the “seasonal model.”

2. STRUCTURE OF THE MODEL
The joint ocean-atmosphere model consists of two main
parts, the oceanic part and the atmospheric part. A very
brief description of each part of the model follows.
The atmospheric part of the joint model is the same
as t,hat described byManabe (1969a, 1969b). Velocity,
temperature, water vapor, and surface pressure are cnlculat.ed a t each of the grid points,spacedapproximately
500 krn apart. Calculations are carried out at nine levels
chosen so that they resolve the structure of the lower
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stratosphere and the plsnetary boundary layer. The radiation model is essentially that described by Manabe and
Strickler (1964), except that seasonal variations of solar
radiation are now taken into consideration. The depletion
of solar radiation and the transfer of terrestrial radiation
is computed by taking intoconsideration cloud and gaseous
absorbers such as carbon dioxide, mater vapor, and oxone.
FIGURE
1.-Distribution of the continents and the ocean in the
The distributions of cloudiness andcarbon dioxide are
ocean-atmosphere model. Cyclic continuity is assumed a t the
specified in advance and are held constant. The distribueastern and western ends of the domain.
tions of water vapor and ozone are specified to correspond
to zonal averages taken from climatological data and are
made to vary with season. A brief description of the computation of the seasonal variation of the insolation and the in theupper layers. For the sake of comparison, the vertical
variation of the lattertwo absorbers is given in appendix 1. struct.ure for both versions
is shown in table 1.
Thedistribution of watervapor used intheradiative
The calculations are carried out for a region on a globe
computation is different from thedistributionobtained
bounded by two meridians 120' of longitude apart.
from the hydrologic part of the model described below.
Cyclic continuity is assumed for the atmosphere at these
In other words, t,he radiative computation is "uncoupled"
meridional boundaries. The regions immediately adjacent
from the computed hydrologic cycle. The consequence
to t'he poles are excluded by free slip, insulated walls a t
of this uncoupling is discussed in section 8. The prog81.7'K and 81.7's. In the interval between 66.5'N and
nostic equation of mater vapor involves the three66.5OS, half of thearea is covered by ocean. Figure 1
dimensional advection of water vapor, condensation, and
shows this ocean-continent distribution. For the full
of
evaporation. Over continental surfaces, thedepth
details of boththe atmosphere and ocean models, the
snow cover and the amount of soil moistureare based
readeris referred to Manabe (1969a, 19693) and Bryan
upon detailed balancecomputations of snow and soil
(1969), respectively. Hereafter, these studies mill
be
moisture, respectively. I n particular,the
snow depth
referred to simply as parts I, 11, and 111. [For a simplified
is increased by snowfall anddepleted
by evaporation
version of these studies, see Manabe and Bryan (1969).]
and snowmelt. Thelatterquantity
iscomputedfrom
the requirement of the heat balance when condit,ions for
the snowmelt are satisfied. Differentiation between rain 3. INITIALCONDITIONSAND
or snow is determined by the temnerature at a height of TIMEINTEGRATION
approximately 350 m. If this temperature is at freezing or
below, snow ispredicted;otherwise,rain
is forecast.
For the case of annual mean insolation, the
coupling
Surface albedos are the same asthose described in Manabe between the atmospheric part and the oceanic part of the
( 1 9 6 9 ~ ) .An albedo of 70 percent is assigned to those model was adjusted so that the evolution of the former
continental areas which are covered by snow.
during 1 atmospheric yr interacted with that of the latter
The oceanic part of thejoint model is basically the during 100 oceanic yr. I n other words, 1 yr of integration
same as t,hat described in Bryan (1969). Fields of velocity, of the atmospheric model was performed concurrently with
temperature, andsalinityare
calculated explicitly, and 100 yr of integration of the oceanic model. This was done
densit;- is calc,ulated from an equation of state. Calcula- to optimize theamount
of computationrequired
for
tions are, however, carried out for nine rather than for reaching a quasi-equilibrium state.
five levels with respect to the vertical coordinate to obtain
The initial startingpoint for the present study mas
better vertical resolution in the ocean model, particularly taken to be near the end of the 1-yr, joint annual mean
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FIGURE
2.-Time variation of atmospheric potential energy (10' J-cm-') for the entire period of the time integration of the joint oceanatmosphere model. The total potential energy is represented by a solid heavy line, the Northern Hemisphere mean potential energy
(NM) by a thin solid line, and the Southern Hemisphere mean potential energy (5111)by a thin dashed line.

model period (100 ,
v
r of ocean time). At this point, the
number of ocean levels mas increased from five to nine.
After this change, the model was run in an annual mean
state for 65 model atmospheric days (or appxoximately 18
oceanic years) to adjust the ocean model to the new vertical computational resolution. At the end of this period,
theannualmean
insolation was changed to a seasonal
variation and the run continued in this manner for approximately 1%yr of model time. The astronomical starting point for the seasonal stage mas taken to be 0000 GMT
on Sept. 23, 1962. Also, t~he ratioof the time synchronization between the atmosphere and ocean models was reset
to unitr; that is, 1 day of atmospheric time corresponds
to 1 day of ocean time.
At the beginning of the seasonal model run, the snow
depth was reset to 1 cm water equivalent whenever it was
greater than this value. This was done to avoid starting
the seasonal computation with the arbitrary snow depth
t,hat was present a t the end of the annual mean model run.
The computer program for t,he seasonal model contained
the same wind stress error discussed in part II.2Since this
inconsistency was examined and found to have a minor
effect upon the thermal structure of the model, we felt
that this error would not alter significantly the essential
features of the results obtained from the seasonal computation.

* Toward the end of the integratfoa of the seasonal model, it wrm discoveled that the
stress values used M an upper boundary condition f a the Ocean were multiplied by an
extraneous factor. the cosine of the latitude. This error was present in both the sessonal
and annual mean models.
44 / Vol. 100, No. 1 / MonthlyWeatherReview

Figure 2 illustrates the totalsequence of events; thatis,
the entire time series of the mass integral of atmospheric
potential energJ- from the beginning of the time integration of the annual mean model to the end of the integration of the seasonal model. For the case of flat terrain, the
expression for the total potential energy, averagedover
the computational domain A, is given by

where PE is potentid energy, g is gravity, e , is specific
heat of airunderconstantpressure,
T is temperature,
p , issurface pressure, and p is pressure. (Notethat
total potential energy is proportional tothe mean at2 clearly shows the
mospheric temperature.)
Figure
previously mentionedstrongwarmingtrendin
the seasonal model atmosphere that does not occur in the annual
mean model atmosphere. In the seasonal portion of this
figure, thepotentialenergycurves
for thetwo model
hemispheres are shown separately, in addition to the total
potentrialenergyintegral.
The differencesinamplitude
between the two model hemispheres are due to the transient effect caused by the starting procedure; that is, the
Northern Hemisphere experiences the winter season first
whereas the Southern Hemisphereexperiences the summer
season first. Since the amplitudes of the seasonal portion
of the potential energy curves are changing with time, it
is obvious that the seasonal model atmosphere is still in a
transient state rather than in an
equilibrium state.
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variation of zonal mean surface temperature (OK) for both continent and ocean, separately. The entire period of the
seasonal integration is shown.

Figure 2 also shows the transition period between the
five- and nine-level ocean models. Note that the integral
of potential energy was affected very little by this change
in the number of ocean levels.

4. SEASONAL VARIATION
T o illustrate the natureof the seasonal timeintegration,
thetimevariations
of fourfundamentalquantitiesare
presented. These quantities are (I) the temperature of the
continental and oceanic surfaces, (2) the temperature of
the ocean interior, (3) the rate of precipitation over the
continent and the ocean, and (4) the stream functionof the
meridional circulation in the model.

Surface Temperature
Figure 3 shows the time series of monthly means of the
zonally averagedsurface temperature for landandsea
separately(upperand
lower portions of figure, respectively). This and subsequent time series cover the entire

period of the seasonal integration. The amplitude of the
variation of the surface temperature is much greater over
the land thanover the sea since the landis assumed to have
no heat capacity, andhence is more sensitive to changing
thermal influences thanthe
ocean. As expected, the
maximum
temperatures
are
found the
insummer
maximumtemperahemisphere. For thecontinent,the
ture belt is located a t about 30° latitude whereas in the
ocean the maximum temperatures are centered at about
loo latitude. The location of this area of higher temperature for the continent is due to the formation of a dry or
“desert” region duringthesummerseason,centered
at
30’ latitude. This dry area implies a large reduction of
a
soil moistureavailableforevaporation
andhence
reduction of evaporative cooling there. Also of interest
arethe above-freezing temperatures that occur at the
continental polar boundaries during the respective summer seasons. Thesewarmpolartemperatures
will be
discussed more fully in sections 5 and 6.
An interesting feature of the ocean surface temperature
distribution is the presence of aminimumtemperature
January 1972 / Wetherald and Rlanabe / 45
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FIGURE
5.-Annual variation of temperature at different depths in
the Kuroshio current off the South Coast of Japan. The figure is
taken from Sverdrup et ai. [(1942), fig. 32B, p. 1311.
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FIGURE
4.-Time variation of zonal mean oceanic temperature ("C)
at \.arions depths for both hemispheres at latitudes GOo, 31°, and
3 O (fromtopt,o
bottom), respectively. The entire period of the
seasonal integration is shown. The NorthernHemispheremean
values (Nhl) are representedby solid lines, and the Southern
Hemisphere mean values ( S a l ) by dashed lines.

belt located at the Equator. This temperature minimum
is due tothe upwelling of cold water a t theEquator
throughoutthe ent,ire yearly cycle. This upwelling has
already been discussed in p a r k I1 and 111.

Ocean Depth Temperature
Figure 4 shows the variation of zonal mean oceanic
temperature as a function of depth at latitudes 60°, 31",
and 3", respectirely, for both hemispheres. The oceanic
model levels displaJ-ed are located a t 25,50,100, and300 m,
46
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respectively. Thesecurvesillustrate
how the various
layersinthe
oceanic model respond tothe
seasonal
variation of insolation at different latitude regions. They
are described below.
Variations at 60" latitude. The relative rates of heating
and cooling from one oceanic layer to another are quite
different. In general, heating from the surface penetrates
does cooling
downward at a much slower ratethan
throughout the same region because the former process is
accomplished mainly by turbulent mixing whereas the
latter process is governed mainly by free convection. To
simulate the effects of free convection, a so-called "convective adjustment" is used (Bryan 1969) in the oceanic
model. Whenever the verticaldensitygradient
becomes
unstable, it is assumed that the intensityof free convection
is strong enough tocreate alayer of neutralstability
instantaneously. For furtherdetails of this adjustment,
see part 111.
In the figure for 60" latitude, all four levels show a
response to the annual variation of solar radiation, but
that response is slower and less pronounced with depth.
or no response to surface
Below300 m,thereislittle
temperature changes. Cooling by the convective adjustment proceeds at approximately the same rateat all
levels in the convective layer.
Variations at 31" latitude. The situation a t 31" latitude
differs from that at 60" in that the response extends down
to only t.he 100-m oceanic level. Furthermore, the convective adjustment does not quite reach the
100-m oceanic
level whereas, in the higher latitude belt, all four levels
were affected to some extent by this mechanism. As in
the case of the potential energy illustration (fig. 2), there
are noticeable differences between the amplitudes of the
temperature oscillations for the model Northern and
Southern Hemispheres. This feature is most apparent in
the figure for 31' latitude.
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B.-Time

variation of total zonal mean precipitation rates (cmlday) for continent and ocean, separately. The entire period of the
seasonal integration is shown.

It is interesting to note that the curves shown for the
60" and 31' latitude cases compare favorably in form with
selected curves of thistypeintheliterature.Examples
of this are given in Sverdrup e t al. (1942) and Robinson
(1951, 1957). A pertinent illustration from Sverdrup et al.
is shown in figure 5. According to the two cited studies by
Robinson, this form of average ocean-depth temperature
variation appears to be quite prevalent throughout awide
region of theNorth Pacific Ocean in middle and high
latitudes.Exceptions tothis comparison are tendencies
for double cycles to occur at or below200 ft (61 m) for
the observed temperature variations. These double cycles
are not evident in the zonally averaged computed results.

Vuriutwns ut 3' latitude. The picture at the 3" latitude
belt is entirely different from either of the previously
described cases. In low latitudes, the oceanic temperatures
over the entire 300-m depth have two maxima during a
yearly cycle. However, thetemperature oscillations are
much more in phase with one another than they are in
middle andhighlatitudes. I n this region, variationsin
cold water upwelling driven by the surface wind stress
undoubtedly play a more important role than turbulent
mixing in
determining
the
temperature
variation
at
different levels. Vertical mixing by the convective adjustc
ment is, for allpractical purposes, nonexist,ent at very
low latitudes because of stable stratification of water
January 1972 1 Wetherald and Manabe 1 47
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rainbelt located in the summer hemisphere at tropical or
subtropical latitudes. I n other respects, however, they are
quite different as explained below.
Land distribution. The mean locationof the tropical rainbelt over the continent is about 10°-15" latitude during
the summer months. Precipitation intensity in the rainbelt
is quiteuniform throughout most of the year, except during
those months when the rainbelt approaches the Equator.
it
The tropical rainbelt becomeslesspronouncedwhen
crosses the Equator. This crossingoccurs during the
months of April and October; that is, in the middle of
the transition seasons. Note also that the heaviest precipitation in the middle to high latitudes occurs in the summer
hemisphere despite the occurrence of intense cyclonic activity in the corresponding winter hemisphere. This is partly
due to the dryness of the continental air mass during the
winter season. The summer hemisphere area of precipitation is formed in a relatively narrow band centered at
about 55" latitude and is characterized by weak cyclonic
disturbances.
Sea distribution. In the .mean, the tropical rainbelt over
the sea is located slightly poleward of the corresponding
rainbelt over the land; namely, at 10°-25" latitude. The
rainbelt is wider in a north-south direction but is intense
over a much shorter time period. As is apparent from
figure 6, the tropical rainbelt'over the ocean is completely
discontinuous across the Equater where the upwelling of
relatively cold water predominates. In middle and high
latitudes, the seasonal distribution of precipitation over
the sea is the reverse of that over land; that is, the maximum precipitation areas occur in the winter hemisphere
and extend over a wide latitude region. This wide area
corresponds to relatively intense, large-scale cyclonic disturbances that develop off the east coast of the continent
and travel poleward during the colder season.
It should be noted that thebelt of cold water upwelling
in the equatorial region is too wide, due mainly to the
poor resolution of the computational grid network. This
wide belt of cold water is probably responsible for the
location of the low-latitude oceanic rainbelt in the subtropics rather than in theTropics of the model.

LATITUDE

FIGURE
7.-Mean atmospheric stream function of the meridional
circulation for the four seasons (average of 3 mol. From top to
bottom these are spring, summer, fall, and winter, respectively.
Averages are taken over the last full year of the seasonal integration. Units: 1.OX 10" p i s .

Meridional Circulation

The meridional atmospheric circulation isthe
final
example in this series of figuresshowing the seasonal
behavior of the model. Figure 7 shows the mean meridional
stream function for the four seasons (toptobottom).
These seasonal means, constructed by taking the appropriate monthly averages over the last full year of the time
integration,
are presented to
illustrate
the seasonal
masses. A more detailed study of the oceanic circulation
variation
of
the
Hadley
circulation.
During
the months
a
of time is necessary, however,
in low latitudes as function
of
March,
April,
and
May
(Northern
Hemisphere
spring),
to explain thistemperaturevariation
more completely.
the cross-equatorial Hadley circulation is in the process
of reversing direction; the Southern Hemispheric cell
Precipitation
strengthensastheNorthern
Hemispheric cellweakens.
The distributions of zonal mean rate of precipitation During the months of June, July, and August (Northern
for continental and oceanic regions are given in the upper Hemisphere summer), the Southern Hemisphere Hadley
Hemisphere, whereas its
and lower portions of figure 6, respectively. Both distri- cell extends totheNorthern
practically disappeared. With
butions have one feature in common; namely, an intense northerncounterparthas
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perature over most of the troposphere for the seasonal
model. However, this temperature increase is particularly
evident in the lower troposphere at high latitudes. There
is also a smaller temperature increase in the upper 100 m
of the surface layer of the ocean at higher latitudes.
Figure 10 is presented to illustrate the horizontal extent
the approach of theNorthern Hemisphere winter, the of these temperature increases. The right-hand portion of
cross-equatorial Hadleycirculation again reverses itself, the figure shows the horizontal distribution of the mean
surface temperature difference between the seasonal and
passing through the samestagesas
before untilthe
model states. Again, the corresponding
Northern
Hemisphere
Hadley
cell now becomes the annualmean
dominant circulation and its southern counterpart is very temperature distribution for the seasonal model is rhown
small.
in the left-hand portion of the figure. As expected, the
I n general, the locations of the tropical rainbelts over same type of pattern is evident; namely, a large surface
thelandandtheseaaredirectlycorrelatedwiththe
temperature increase in high latitudes. It is interesting,
movementandintensity
of the upwardmotion of the however, that the surface temperature increase over the
ascending branch of the Hadley cell over land and sea. ocean is considerably smaller than that over the continent
This ascending branch becomes more disorganized during in the 55'-65' latitude region.
the transition seasons and, therefore, the rainbelt is less
intense at these times. This is particularly true over the 6. CAUSES OF WARMING TREND
ocean where downward motion prevails a t the Equator as
a resultof the unrealistically wide pool of cold water there.
Analysis of the seasonal model resultls suggests that the
Furthermore, during the winter and summer seasons, a warming trend, illustrated in the preceding section, was due
small stratospheric indirect cell forms just above the main to two specific factors:
Hadley cell in the winter hemisphere. It is not certain
whether this cell has any correspondence to reality or is
1. The removalof snow cover in high latitudes during the summer
simply a resultof inadequate resolution of finite differences
season which, in turn, reduces the earth's effective albedo; and
in the Tropics.
2. A net warming of the ocean surfacein high latitudes caused by
One can compare the present computed results for the
the seasonalvariation of convective activity in the surface
extreme seasons with those given by Kidson e t al. (1969)
layers of the ocean.
andOortand
Rasmusson (1970). Therelevant figures
from Oort and Rasmusson are reproduced here as figure8.
I n both studies, the winter hemispheric Hadley cell is the This section is devoted to presenting evidence for these
dominant feature in the tropical
meridional circulation. two mechanisms.
Jsnuary 1972 f Wethemld and Manabe 1 49
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9.-(Right)

latitude-height distribution of the zonal mean temperature difference ("C)between the seasonal and the annualmean
model states for the tropospheric and upper oceanic parts of the model; (left) the corresponding zonal mean temperature distribution
of the seasonal model. Averages are taken over the last full year of the seasonal integration and of the values for the two hemispheres.
SURFACE TEMPCRAWRE "SEASONAL
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FIGURE
10.-(Left)

horizontal distribnt.ion of mean surface temperature ( O K ) for the seasonal model; (right) the corresponding horizontal
distribution of the mean surface temperature difference (OK) between the seasonal and the annual mean model states. The averaging
procedure is the same as t,hatused for figure 9.

Snow Cover

general, up to about70' latitude, thesnow depth increases
increasing latitude and snow cover persists for a
The upper portion of figure 11 shows the time variation with
of monthlp mean snow depth expressed in terms of water longer period. Above this latitude, the snow depth falls
equivalent (cm). As one would expect, the maximum snow off sharply, presumably due to the decreased snowfall
dept8hoccurs (luring the latterportion of the winter season, amounts in these colder regions. I n t h e summer season,
or even during early spring, depending upon latitude. In the snowpack completely disappears which in turn de50
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creases the surface albedo from the snow cover value of
70 percent to the value for bare soil.
Another interesting feature containedin the snow depth
illustration is the rate of accumulation and disappearance
of the snovpack or snow cover. The snowpack builds up
slowly but disappears quite mpidly. This is caused by the
rapid rate of the snowmelt process in thespring and early
summer seasons and the slower snowpack accumulation
resulting from snowfall. The detailsof the snowmelt process are given in part I.
The lower portion of figure 11 shows the distributionof
the rate of snowmelt in water equivalent as a function of
season. As thefimre indicates. snowmelt was nresent,

pending upon latitude; the maximum occurring between
60' and 70° latitude. The high rate of snowmelt in this
period accounts for the rapid disappearance of the snowpack. I n the seasonal computation, the snowmelt process
extends all the wayto the northern or southern boundaries
as opposed to the case of the annual mean model where
snow melt was presentonly along a 20' latitude belt
nearest t,he edge of the snowpack.
Another illustration of the snow hydrology of the seasonal model is presented in figure 12. The upper and lower
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FIGURE13.--Zonal mean rates of heating (Iylmin) of the model
surface (both land and sea together), due to net radiation, latent
heat flux, sensible heat flux, and heat flow from the interior to
the surface of the model ocean. Thick lines indicate the results
from the seasonalmodel ocean. Thin lines indicate the results
from the annual mean model.
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FIGURE
12.-Latitudinal distributionsof zonal mean ratesof various
snow budget components (snowfall, snowmelt, and sublimation)
on the continental surface. The rate of snowfall is equal to the
sum of the snow budget components shown. Units: cm of water
equivalent per day.

that of the annual mean model,because the snowpack
completely melts during the summer months? Also evident
in figure 12 is the apparent lo\ver annual snowfall amount
in the seasonal model. This is due to the increased mean
temperature in high latitudes caused by the two factors
mentionedpreviously.Because
of the temperature increase,snowfall accounts for a smaller fraction of the
precipitation in the seasonalmodel than in the annual
mean model.
As wasshown earlier, the snowmeltprocessfor
the
sensorial model extends over the entire width of the snowbelt and represents the dominant mechanism for reducing
J Due to an overskht, the mechanism for iceberg formation (removing snowprra in
e m m of 20 cm water equivalent and consldering
this excess oI snow as "ice runoff")that
wa? incorpomtd into the annual mean model was retained in the s.rcsonal model intepration. Therefore, the small net aecumulation aroundFa" lat itude represents this excess
snowpsck that was given to the ocean model.
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the snowpack. In general, sublimation (evaporation) was
found to be a relatively inefficient method for reducing
the snowpack regardless of the season. One should note
thatthe snowline extends furtherequatonvard in the
present result because of the cold winter temperatures
obtained for the seasonal model.
Section 9B of part I1 contains a rather complete discussion of the heat balance of the earth's surface. One of
the main differences between the results cited there and
those obtained byBudyko (fig. 45B of part 11) is the
relative smallness of all theheat balance components
poleward of about 60' latitude over the continent computed for the annual mean study.The cause of this
discrepancy was speculated to be the excessivesnow
cover over the continent. This tended to minimize the
surface net downward radiation in high latitudes.' Figure
13 shows the comparison between the seasonal and annual
mean models, averaged over land and sea, for these components. The main difference between the two results is
in high latitudes. Since the seasonal variation of the solar
radiation acts toremove the snowpack during the summer
months, the net radiation at the surface now has a significant positive value in high latitudes. This net radiation
increase is mainly compensated for by the latent heat
flux. The present net radiation and latent heatflux curves
4 N e t downward radiationis defined hereas the difference betweemnet downward Solar
radiation and net upward longwave radiation.

0.4

NET RADIATION AT THE EARTH'S SURFACE (ly/min)

.3.
.2 '
LONG WAVE RADIATION

.1 '

FIGURE15.Schematic diagram showing how the ocean is heated
or cooled at high latitudes.

are inbetter qualitative agreement with the trend of
Budyko's (1963) results, although his study does not extend to 81O latitude. The heat flow from the interior to
the surface of the polar ocean has been reduced slightly
but is still high in comparison to Budyko's result (fig. 46
of part 11).
For further clarification, thenet radiation curve in
figure 13 is broken down into its two separate components
in figure 14. The solar radiation curves clearly show a net
increase of this quantity in high latitudes for the seasonal
model as compared to the annual mean result. This result
is consistent with the seasonal removal of the polar snowpack, which was mentioned previously.
In summary, the seasonal variation of solar radiation
serves to remove the polar snowpack during the summer
months. This reduces the earth's albedo in the polar regions at these times and allows more solar radiation to
reach the ground there than in the case of annual mean
insolation. This increased solar radiation, in turn, results
in a warmer surface temperature at high latitudes in the
seasonal model.

Oceanic Response
I n section 4, we stated that the form of the oceanic
depth temperature variations in middle to high latitudes
(fig. 4) is influenced strongly by the combined effect of
both forced vertical mixing and free convection. These
mechanisms of oceanic heating and cooling have an interesting implication with regard to themean ocean surface
temperature in higher latitudes. As can beseen in the
60' latitude (upper) portion of figure 4, the onset of
winter (December 1962 for the Korthern Hemisphere)
produces very little cooling of the surface layer (first 2550 m) below the initial mean temperature (October 1962).
During the onset of summer (June 1963 for the Northerri
Hemisphere), however, the temperature of the surface
layer increases considerably above the initial value. This
implies that,inthislatitude
region, the annual mean
temperature of the ocean surface of the seasoaal model is
warmer than that for the annual mean model. I n other
words, the thermal response of the ocean to 8 seasonal

variation of solar radiation produces a net warming of
the higher latitude ocean surface to a value above the
initial time-mean state. Figure 15, presented to clarify
the reason for this warming, shows two configurations of
oceanic temperature change. The right half of the diagram
illustrates the heating and cooling of the surface layer to
values above the mean deep-sea temperature, whereas the
left half illustrates the cooling of the surface layer to a
value below the deep sea value. I n the first case, temperature changes of the surface layer are caused mainly by
forced vertical mixing sincethis layer is stablewith respect
to free convection. Therefore, the surface temperature
may be significantly increased during summer since most
of the thermal energy involved goes into heating merely
this relatively shallow surface layer. However, for the
case of winter, both free convection and forced vertical
mixing are present since buoyant instability results in
convective mixing throughout the unstable layer. In this
instance, the thermal energy involved must now be distributed over a deeper convective layer and, therefore,
the temperature of the surface layer is not reduced to a
value significantly below the annual mean or deep-sea
value during the approach of winter. This type of oceanic
response results in a warmer mean surface temperature
and, therefore, warmer overlying air next to the ocean
surface. This is an important factor in determining the
resulting tropospheric temperature distribution over the
ocean in high latitudes. This effect is most prominent in
high oceanic latitudes where the convective layer is very
thick during winter.
Since an equilibrium solution was not obtained, the
discussion above applies only to the trend of the results
shown. To ascertain that the oceanic warming described
here is notatransient
phenomenon, a very long-term
integration of a onedimensional diffusion model with the
convective adjustment was performed. The results from
this simple model imply that the oceanic heating process
in high latitudes is an equilibrium effect rather than a
transient one. The details of this computation are given in
appendix 2.
For the 31° latitude case (middle portion of fig. 4), .the
.
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16.-Time variation of the heat flux from the interior to the surface of the owan. Positive values indicate upward flux; negative
values, downward flux. Units: lylmin.

of the surface layer below the initial mean temperature
because the thickness of the convective layer at this lati60° latitude. Therefore, the
tude is less thanthatat
marming effect of the surface layer is considerably less
than that obtained a t 60° latitude.
In the 3' latitude case(lower portion of fig. 4), the
situation is reversed. There is a reduction of the annual
mean equatorial temperature
throughout
the surface
layers. In other words, the ocean surface temperature of
tha seasonal model tends to becolder than that of the
annual mean model in equatorial latitudes. According to
our analysis, the surface equatorial zonal wind over the
ocean is greater in the seasonal model than in the annual
mean model. This would presumably create more upwelling in equatorial latitudes for the seasonalmodel. This
cooling trend is reflected in the equatorial surface
temperature difference shown in figure 10.
The convective activity of the ocean in high latitudes is
reflected in thetime variation of the zonally averaged heat
flow from the interior to thesurface of the ocean as shown
in figure 16. Note that the absolute value of the oceanic
heat flux in high latitudes is greater in winter than in summer. This is caused by the rapid convective mixing which
predominates there during winter as compared to slower
turbulent mixing which predominat.esduring the summer.
We stated above that the major part of t,he warming is
caused by removal of the polar snowpack during summer,
with the seasonal varia.tion of convective activity in the
ocean in high latitudes contributing to a lesser degree. A
rough estimttte can be made concerning the relative contributions to this warming by referring to section 5 and
figure 10. Figure 10 shows a surface temperature increase
of S"-lO"ri in the repion from
55' to 65" latitude over the
--_
cont,int.nt,.The correspondir18 rise in surface temperature
over t2heocean in this latitucl e region is (
~

"""
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thetemperature of the atmosphere over the ocean is
controlled mainly by the temperatureof the ocean surface,
this comparison gives a rough approximation to the relative effectiveness of the two mechanisms described above.
Therefore, the snow cover effect appears to be the dominant process governing this warming whereas the effect
of seasonal variation of oceanic convection appears to be
onlyone-quarter to one-third as important. Above 66'
latitude,theentirearea
of integration is treated as a
continentand,
therefore, one would expect the snow
mechanism to dominate there regardless of other factors.

7. CONSEQUENCE OF WARMING
Many interesting features are evident
in the seasonal
model as a result of the warming trend in high latitudes,
the most important of which is the reduction of mean
meridional temperature gradient in both the atmosphere
and ocean models as compared with theannual mean state.
This section will briefly deal with three aspects of this
difference.

Kinetic Energy of Transient Eddies
Figure 17 shows the horizontal distributionof vertically
integrated mean eddy kinetic energy for the atmosphere
for both the annual mean model and the seasonal model
(left and right portions, respectively). The definition of
this quantity is the same as that given in part I. This
figure shows a considerable reduction of eddy kinetic
energy for the seasonal model as compared with the annual
mean model over mostof the region except for the Tropics.
The reason for this apparent decrease can be traced back
to the mean decrease in tropospheric north-south temperature gradient resulting from the increased warming in
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17.-Horizontal

distributions of vertically integrated mean kinetic energy of transient eddies in the atmosphere for both the
annual mean and the seasonal models. Averages are taken over the last full year for the seasonal integration. The values for the two
hemispheres are also averaged. Units: J*cm-*.
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function of meridional circulation in the ocean. The averaging procedure is the same as that used for figure 17. Units:
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reduction in baroclinic instability and, hence, less starminess as a whole for middle and higher latitudes. This
decreased north-southtemperature gradient is alsoresponsible for anet decrease in the polen-ard transport
of total atmospheric hest enerw by the seasonal joint
ocean-atmosphere model in middle and high latitudes.
This will be briefly discussed later in this section.
Note that the magnitude of eddy kinetic energy is
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poor resolution of the horizontal finite differencing of the
joint air-sea
model
is partly responsible for this
discrepancy.

Oceanic Meridional MassTrans
There is acounterpart to thc
meridional temperature gradient j
Figure 18 shows the mean meridi
(mass transport) for both the sea
January 1972
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and { ] denotes an integral over longitude and depth.
Figure 19 shows a net decrease of the poleward atmospheric total energy transport of the seasonal model
in middle to high latitudes as compared with the result
from the annual mean model. This is consistent with the
results already cited concerning eddy kinetic energy and
TOTAt OCEANIC
HEAT
meridional temperaturegradientinthislatitudebelt.
There is also a corresponding decrease of the oceanic heat
energy transport of the seasonal model in middle latitudes.
This isconsistent with the weaker oceanic meridional
mentioned
previously. The slightly
larger
,y circulation
I
1
oceanic heat energy transport obtained inthe Tropics
50
40
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0'
is due to the stronger tropical cell in the present seasonal
LATlTUDE
integration.
distribution of the rates of poleward
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transport of atmospheric total energy ( c , T + o + k + L . ~ ) and
oceanic heat energy ( H J . Thick lines, seasonal model; thin lines,
annual mean model. Units: 1.OX 10'9 cal/day.

8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, an attempt is made to analyze the response of the joint ocean-atmosphere model to a seasonal
variation of solar radiation and to compare these results
with theannual mean state presented in part 11. The
models. According to this comparison, there is a general latter was done to determine the effect of seasonal variaweakening of t,he meridional circulation of t'he seasonal tion of insolation upon the climate and oceanic circulamodel. Referring to t,he right-hand portion of figure 9, me tion. The most important fact resulting from this study is
the significant increase in temperature which takes place
see that a wetxker meridional temperature gradient exists
in the upper laFers of the ocean as well as in the lower in the lower troposphere a t high latitudes. This temperatroposphere. This is due primarily to the warmer
ocean ture increase was analyzed and found to be mainly caused
surface temperature in high latitudes. Since the oceanic by two factors:
meridional circulation cell is thermally driven, this weaker
1. The removal of the snowpack duringthe summer months, which
t,emperaturegradientresults
in a weaker oceanic meriin turn reduces the albedo of the earth's surface at high latitudes
dional circulation.
during this season. This allows more solar radiation to be absorbed
Also shown in figure 18 is a slightly stronger tropical
by the groundthere than is possiblein
the annualmean case,
cell for the seasonal model. This implies a stronger upwhere snow cover persists throughout the entire period of integrawelling at the Equator and, therefore, is consistent with tion; and
2. The net warming of the surface layer of the ocean in high latithe
slightly
colder surface temperatureinequatorial
tudes which increases the overlying air temperature there. Thjs net
waters. It should be noted that the meridional circulation warming is caused by the seasonal variation of convection in the
in middle and high latitudes does notpenetrate below surface layer of the ocean.
2-km depth because the deeper ocean is stable throughout
bhe period of integration.
It is difficult to assess the exact relative contributions
to the high-latitude tropospheric temperature increase by
Poleward Transport of Energy
these two effects separately. However, the present results
indicate that theremoval of snow cover during the summer
We mentioned earlier in this section that the decreased seasons is theprimary cause of this warming, whereas
meridional temperaturegradient
from middle to high the oceanic effect appears to be secondary in importance
latitudes implies a decreased total poleward atmospheric or about one-fourth to one-third as much in magnitude.
heat enera- transport in this region. Figure 19 shows the
It is interesting to compare the results of the present
lat,itudinaldistribution
of this quantity for boththe
seasonal study with the theoryof climatic change advanced
atmosphereand ocean septlrately. Forthe atmosphere, by Milankovitch (1941) concerning the secular variations
total energy is defined as the sum of heat energy (c,T+@ of solar radiation and snow cover caused by changes in the
+k) and latent energy ( L a r ) . The corresponding trans- orbital parameters of the earth. According to his calculaport is computed by i n t e g r a h g the imbalance of various tions, periods of cool summers are considered to favor iceenergy components from t,he Equator to the polar bound- age cycles whereas periods of warm summers are
considered
ary.For tshe ocean, total meridional heattransport is
to favor interglacial or warm cycles. Since the trend of the
computed bv means of the formula
present seasonal computation indicates a manner
tropospheric temperaturein high latitudes ascompared with the
case of annual mean insolation, the results are relevant to
where C, is specific heat of sea water, po is density of sea this particular aspect
of the Milankovitch theory. HOWwater, 'u is meridional velocity, T is temperature, AHis the ever, the present results indicatethat bothsnow accumula56 / Vol. 100, No. 1 / Monthly Weather Review
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tion during the winter season and heating during the summer season may be important in determining whether or
not the polar snowpack will survive a given yearly cycle.
In the Milankovitch model, the snow cover(snow altitude)
is considered to be a function of only the summer insolation and not of the winter or annual mean insolation.
The results of the present study suggest that the incorporation of a seasonal variation of solar radiation produces
a warmer climate in higher latitudes of the model. However, a quantitative estimateof this effect must await the
inclusion of various other factors in the model. One of
these factors is replacement of the present climatological
distribution of water vapor by the predicted distribution
of this quantityfor the computation of radiative transfer.
According to a study by Manabe and Wetherald (1967),
I(
this radiation-water vapor coupling" may be expected
to almost double the sensitivity of the temperature of the
model atmosphere to changes in the solar constant. The
incorporation of this coupling couldquantitatively modify
the warming effect presented for thiscurrent seasonal
study. Another factor of importance may be the relative
size of the continent versus that of the ocean. An increase
of the continental area would increase the amplitude of
the seasonal variation of surface temperature and accordingly may be expected to further amplify this atmospheric
warming. Also, it should be recalled here that the cloudiness adopted for this study was held fixed and did not
vary with time. The effect of seasonal variation of cloudiness could alter the quantitative aspects of the present
results.
It would be desirable to increase the resolution of the
present air-sea model. The results of a study by Manabe
et al. (1970) indicate that an increase of horizontal resolution provides an improved description of the atmospheric
features.. I n particular, the air-sea tropical rainbelt and
tropical circulation would be better represented than they
are at present.
Finally, it should be reemphasized that, because a true
equilibrium was not reached, the present result does not
represent a final mean temperature state for the seasonal
model. However, the trend of theresults and thetest
computation shown in appendix 2 indicate that the incorporation of a seasonal variation of insolation would result
in a warmer atmosphere than is obtained with an annual
mean insolation.

APPENDIX 1: SEASONAL VARIATION
OF RADIATION INPUT
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the basiccelestialmechanics
equations of theearth's
orbit. The solutions to t,hese equations yield the solar
declination and distance to the sun in astronomical units
(radius vector), given the date. This procedure is approximate, but it gives the declination to within 1 min of arc
and the radius vectors within one part in 20,000.
The mean cosine of the zenith angle is computed by
integrating the equation for the instantaneous zenith
angle, 2 given below, over all hour angles:
COS

Z=sin # sin 6f

COS

I$

COS

6 COS h

(1)

where 4-is latitude, 6 is declination, and h is hour angle.
Setting 2 = 9 0 ° in eq (l),we obtain the hour angle, H , of
the sun at sunrise or sunset, which is
(-tan cp tan 6).

H=cos"

The fraction, F, of sunlight during the day is

F=H{s.
The integration of eq (1) from h= -H to h= +H, or
over hours of daylight, gives the time mean of the cosine
of the zenith angle ; namely,

-

cos Z=sin cp sin 6+ (cos cp cos 6 sin H)/H.
This integration is performed under the assumption of
constant 6 during roughly half of a day, a very good approximation during most of the year. (The maximum rate
of change of 6 is less than half a degree per day, occurring
in the spring and fall.) The mean cos 2 is corrected for the
variable distance from the earth to the sun by dividing it
by the square of the radius vector.

Atmospheric Absorbers
The mixing ratio for water vapor and the ozone concentration are also madeto vary with season. The mixing ratio
for water vapor varies sinusoidally from aNorthern
Hemisphere maximum in July to a minimum in January;
and the ozone concentration from a Northern Hemisphere
maximum in April to a minimum in October. The nodes
for the sinusoids are chosen to occur approximately at the
equinoxes for the water vapor interpolation and approximately at the solsticesfor the ozone interpolation. The
extremes are the climatic meansforthese four months.
(See part I for the source of these data.) In the Southern
Hemisphere, the phases of these variations are reversed.

Solar Radiation

APPENDIX 2: A SIMPLE TEST OF OCEAN
SURFACE WARMING

I n this model experiment, the mean cosine of the zenith
angle of the sun and the daylight fraction are made functions of latitude and the declination of the sun. The
declination of the sun changes roughly sinusoidally
throughout the year and may be obtained from astronomical tables. To avoid interpolation inaccuracies and the
large computer storage required by the use of tables, we
incornorated into the model a simde momam for solving

In section 6, we stated that the seasonal variation of
convective activities in the surface layer of the ocean in
high latitudes was responsible for the warming that Occurred there. To determine whether this oceanic warming
represents an equilibrium state or atransient one, we
simulated this process in a simple vertical diffusion model
"2-2
W L - ..,..,I
.
.
.
a
_
integrated
1
"
"
I

dimensional heat diffusion equation mas used for this test
computation, namely,

tained without the use of a convective adjustment. This
latter computation will provide a standard for evaluating
theeffect of the convective adjustmentuponthe
final
-=K-aT
PT
equilibrium
temperature
profiles
for
both
cases
of
bottom
at
az2
boundary conditions.
where T is temperature, K is thermaldiffusivity, t is
Figure 20 shows the time historyof surface temperature
time, and z is depth. I n this model, K is considered to be withandwithoutanadjustment
for the first 10 yr of
constant except for the case of free convection, when it integration. The upperportioncorrespondstothe
case
is assumed to become infinite. To simulate free convection, with a fixed bottom temperature whereas the lower pora "convective adjustment" is introduced into the model. tion correspondsto the case of zero heat flux at thebottom.
The convective adjustment issuch that if anunstable
The lines, drawnthroughthecenters
of the sinusoidal
stratification is predicted, the computed values
of tempera- curves, indicate the averagerunning-meansurfacetemture are adjustedso that the vertical temperature gradient perature over each yearly cycle which correspond to the
vanishes. Total energy is assumed to be unaltered by this separate runs. According to this figure, the mean surface
adjustment. The computations of vertical mixing and the temperature for the separate runs made with
a convective
convectjive adjustment are identical with those performed adjustment is generally higher
than for the runs made withfor the oceanic portion of the seasonal model except that out this adjustment. This increase in mean temperature is
variations of salinity are not taken intoconsideration.
also indicated by the displacement of the sinusoidal curves
A sinusoidal heat flux with zero running-mean over an themselves. I n general,thereappears to belittle differannual cycle is imposed a t the surface. Two choices of ence between the two cases with different bottom boundbottom boundary conditions are used, (1) fixed tempera- ary conditions.
ture and (2) zero heat flux. The latter condition correThe final annual mean equilibrium temperature profiles
sponds to the one used for the ocean computation.
obtained at theend of the four trials are
shown in figure 21
The amplitude of the surface heat flux was set equal to for the first 500 m of depth. The values below this point
0.3 ly/min. This value falls well within the variationof the areidenticalwiththose
shown at the 500-m level. The
ocean surface heat flux inhigh latitudes presentedin
runs with a convective adjustment arrived at an equilifigure 16. The vertical thermal diffusivity was given the brium state after approximately 200 yr whereas the run
same valueas thatused for the ocean calculation, 1.5 cm2/s. withoutaconvective
adjustmenttookroughly
3,000Total depth was 4 km with the same vertical finite differ- 8,000 yr to reach this state. The loncest time corresDonds
for t,he nmnnirt r.nmmlt.ntinn
ence structure as that used """"""
"=
of the seasonal model. Initial conditions in all cases con- ment. The total period of integration in all cases was
10,000 yr.
sisteci of an isothermal
temperature profile (273°K).
The result of integrating the diffusion model with aFigure
21 clearlyshows the surfacelayerwarming
for
convective adjustment is to becomparedwith
that ob- the cases with an adjustment as
compared to the cases
"
"
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FIGURE
21.-Final

temperature profiles (OK)for the upper 500-m
ocean depth obtained from the one-dimensional diffusion model:
(Left) fixed bottomtemperature and (right) zero bottom heat
flux. Values below 500-m depth are omitted for the purposes of
scaling along the ordinate. The small vertical portion at the top
of the curves corresponds to the surface wind layer. The same
graphical conventions are used asin figure 20.

sented in section 6 concerning the oceanic warming in
high latitudes. Throughout the calculation,
checks were
made to insure energetic consistency of the various systems. Fourteen digit accuracy was used to reduce roundoff
errors that otherwise occur during such an extended time
integration. Also, no significant changes intheresults
occurred when the vertical resolution of the model
was increased.
I n summary, the results of this test tend to support the
hypothesis that theoceanic warming discussed in section 6
is an equilibri Lmphenomenon rather than a transient one.
However, care must be taken in interpreting these results
literally
because
of the
other
nonlinear
interactions
present in the air-sea model which tend to modify this
process. I n particular, the surface oceanic heat flux can
change as a result of the increase in ocean surface temperature. This featureis not included in this idealized model.
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